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Hello Patrons!

I’m reluctant to call it a slow 
month, because we’ve been pumping 
out lore streams and faction turns 
and episodes left and right but 
there’s been very little prep to 
do. Honestly, these are the best 
sorts of months, when you’re able 
to coast on the prep you made and 
really flex your improvisational 
muscles. I think this is how I 
GM best these days, a long way 
from how things were when we first 
started. To compare and contrast, 
we’re going to spend this whole 
issue back in 2015 (or 2016 may-
be?) with Swan Song and Mirror-
shades. Commentary ahoy! 

Thank you so much for your sup-
port, and welcome to Issue 24 of 
the GM’s Notebook.

Adam Koebel 
RollPlay GM
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MIRRORSHADES

Kingsgate Boys
Anyone who knows anything about Shadowrun knows some of the best, 
goofiest pink-mohawk garbage in those games comes from the random “go-
gangs” that inhabit the Seattle Sprawl. Intense bad-asses like THE 
HALLOWEENERS. So looking back at these notes, I can’t remember (and 
this is probably for the best) whether the CRIMSON CRUSH is a gang I 
made up or is some existing terrible gang. I’ll say this, the Kings-
gate Boys are named after the ugliest, most depressing mall in Vancou-
ver. Here’s to you, terrible mall. When you just need a name and the 
first thing that comes to mind sticks...

I don’t know if I ever told this story but as a kid, when I first 
started playing Shadowrun back in probably 1997 or 1998 I guess, I had 
a storyline in my game (whose players included a sports-obsessed magi-
cian named MANAMAN played by my little brother Cory who was 12 at the 
time) where the players were caught in a gang war between some gang I 
can’t remember and a group of toughs called THE IRON YUPPIES who were 
basically just rich dudes in suits but cyberzombies who also were in 
a gang? I don’t know, sometimes you have ideas that are really stupid. 
Especially when you’re 15.

The Dean 
Sometimes there are notes that don’t make sense, random gibberish 
like “FLOAT PANT” or whatever but then there’s this random change and 
I can’t make any sense of it. The guy was originally the Dean of the 
Redmond School for Awakened Youth but then I changed his NAME to Dean? 
I’m confused, but that’s fine, this is all background stuff and we’re 
allowed to admit that it doesn’t always make sense, right?

Redmond
Nothing says destitution, racist systematic oppression and fun times 
driving around getting shot at like Redmond Washington. Which is actu-
ally relatively upscale in real life, but what did the FASA developers 
(who, I believe, lived in Chicago) know about that?
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SWAN SONG

PROSPER 6, SICARIAN 0
What was I tracking? There’s no way to know. Unless you’re watching 
this episode while you read this, in which case tweet at your boy and 
let me know what the heck this is about.

The Concert
For some reason, the fight with Konstantin Fang at the Nika Starlight 
concert is one of those moments in the game that really sticks with 
me. I can remember it super clearly, while other moments are fuzzier 
or just didn’t adhere. If you know me at all, you know how bad my mem-
ory is, and I feel like this is one of those memories that’ll just be 
in my brain forever. Funny how that goes.

[ADJUST YOUR WEBCAM ON BREAKS]
Good advice. Why? I don’t know, but hey, don’t forget about it. It’s 
in red ink, after all. Serious stuff.

Drive-Space Dub
Thank goodness for people like Drumurboy, Burnerman and Absent Minds 
for being able to create cool songs that go along with these cam-
paigns. I’m an avid music fan and listen to SO much music all the 
time, basically (for example right now I’m listening to Balam Acab -  
i am homesick and tired without you; my heart beats for you https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=o1v1U1v3kXo) and so it’s a big part of how i 
imagine the worlds I create but since I can’t actually make music I 
end up relying on other folks. It’s really cool when this stuff works 
out - I remember getting chills listening to the first Swan Song theme 
and I still do, when I go back.

TRANSMISSION: 48:7A78:G611
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SWAN SONG

Gacey
Obviously supreme bounty hunter edgelord Konstantin Fang (who I think 
I ‘ve already said was named after my friend Tyson’s SWN character 
from the first time I played the game?)  has a ship named after a se-
rial killer who dressed up like a clown. Then again, more than a thou-
sand years and maybe the name Gacey means something else. Nah, proba-
bly murderclown still. Makes you wonder, would the scream have messed 
things up enough that we’d end up with little Hitlers running around 
and nobody having context for the name? I guess we name our kids Alex-
ander…

Pi Was Constructed
I just straight up drop this huge lore bomb right here, though I don’t 
think it was ever stated as much in the show directly. Pi was very old 
and very powerful, though his splintering with the Warmind obviously 
messed with both of them. I have this powerful desire to understand 
duality - you can see it all over Court of Swords, too. I think some 
of that came out with Pi and the Warmind.

Fang Wants
A classic trick of prep for me, and a basic tool I think I’ll always 
go back to. Not sure what to do? Make a list of the NPCs and decide 
what they want. Then go. That’s often all you need.

Pi Knows the PCs
But do they know my twitch URL and my twitter? Did I think I’d forget 
these things?

TRANSMISSION: 6A:45BG:49AB
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MIRRORSHADES

Ken Takahashi
Oh boy. Here we go.

Episode 9
I had no idea what we’d call the Japan arc started so early. Episode 
9! That’s the weirdest thing about revisiting these notes - I’m con-
stantly surprised at when various things happened. Some stuff took 
forever, some blazed past despite my feeling like it took forever. 
It’s a trip how memory and reality are warped. 

This is a pretty good look at the high end setup for a Shadowrun mis-
sion, though usually I’d add in some kind of unexpected complication. 
Though with Bomb Threat, I think I knew by now that they’d do that 
on their own? Complications are a tricky thing in games because too 
many of them and the PCs can feel like things are dragging on, too 
few and you blow through your prep without giving anything a chance 
to breathe. The only complication here was just that Takahasi Ken had 
himself a shadowrunner cadre. 

I love pitting adventurers against other adventurers. It’s so much fun 
to be like “yes, this is what you look like, PCs” and watching their 
reactions. It’s one of my favourite things. Nothing gets fun behaviour 
out of a group more than putting them up against a funhouse mirror NPC 
party.

This mission was basically set up to take a look at the Japanese stuff 
in Shadowrun - obviously a huge influence on cyberpunk at the time and 
sort of considered a de facto requirement. It’s why you see random 
kanji (or worse, kanji-esque illiterate scribbles) on cyberpunk art. I 
didn’t expect we’d, you know, actually go to “fucken Tokyo”.
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SWAN SONG

Pierre et Sylvain
The more space French I could throw at Higgs, the better. I do sort of 
wish I’d had more opportunity to flesh out the Cabralese. I think there 
was a lot of neat stuff there we never got to see. That’s true of so 
much of the universe, though. It’s something I’m fascinated with for 
Far Verona - the space feels much less empty, already.

Goals:
Looking at these goals, they’re such a fantastic snapshot of the pri-
orities of the players and their characters. Prosper had this overlap-
ping desire with Piani to help Pi reach full potential, though he was 
driven, in part, by religious fervour. Piani (like b0nb0n honestly) 
just really wanted to keep shit from going downhill, on fire. Higgs’ is 
my favourite here, he just wants to keep this dangerous bounty hunter 
alive until he can rip him off and of course, Sicarian wants to kill 
the dude. Player-driven goals (or Beliefs, or whatever) are some of my 
favourite mechanisms in tabletop games. I love letting the players set 
their own agenda and I think it’s crucial to sandbox style play.

Titan Wants to Duel w/ Sicarian
Even the big bad boys make mistakes sometimes.

TRANSMISSION: 34:T451:148C
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SWAN SONG

Shindelian Colony: Andoni 422nd Year of the 
Ar’zen Dynasty
Straight up ridiculous sci-fi ancient aliens bullshit and I love it. 
The Shindelian space-wizard bird monster situation was just too much 
fun to goof around with. I love me some mysterious progenitor spe-
cies with a dangerous agenda. Doing the start-and-end vignettes on 
this show let me show off weird crap instead of just lore dumping it 
during the show. This is a technique I absolutely love and part of 
why I think the desperate urge to avoid metathought or non-immersive 
scene framing in games, even OSR style games, is so frustrating. Show-
ing the players something off-screen that their characters would never 
know is a tonal move that I think can really help with the game. It’s 
especially vital, in my mind, to games that are streamed. We have ba-
sically the one way (description) to beam an image or a feeling into 
a person’s brain and when you have an audience, I find relying on the 
tried-and-true methods of cinematic storytelling really help. I hope 
you do, too! 

Thor’s Hammer (Mjolnir)
Okay I mean was I going to forget what Thor’s hammer is called? 

[glass eye] 
I’m sure this won’t come up again.

TRANSMISSION: 78:14B5:H115
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Kenji Takahashi and NightSass Go to An All-
Night Sushi-and-Diner Joint CAlled Sushi 
XXXtreme to Hang Out
And it all goes downhill from here. It amuses me that the plot of this 
Shadowrun was basically to corrupt a dude who was on the Japanese cor-
porate version of a rumspringa. I think Kenji was a mostly decent guy 
but of course, contact with the PCs will ruin any NPC’s life regard-
less of what else might be going on. What I originally intended to be 
a closer look at the Japanese / Seattle cultural situation ended up a 
total fiasco and I love it to death.

It’s b0nb0n’s Birthday
I don’t know what year b0nb0n was born but it can’t be too long, now…

“May I?”
There is a ton on here that I just can’t possibly attempt to under-
stand now. What is the No. 6 Happy Cat? What does “May I?” mean? 

Cousin Enzo
Obviously, Cousin Enzo was named after Uncle Enzo, former marine com-
mando and “the Sicilian Colonel Sanders, the Andy Griffith of Benson-
hurst”. 

MIRRORSHADES
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SWAN SONG

Thoe 
I liked this planet I’d created, a weird intentional backwater with a 
focus on science and an engineered lack of biological sex or socio-
cultural gender. I wanted to explore some topics of personality and 
humanity and how we interact with those topics. I had hoped the PCs 
would have some thrills, some philosophical talks and they’d come out 
the other side having learned an interesting lesson about their fellow 
humans. Instead we had them steal a talking octopus for some pirates 
and then give it a knife.

Sidney, Avery, Emerson…
A good name list never goes awry. 

Doctor Ariel Graves
Ariel Graves is named after a friend of mine, whose name is Ariel but 
not Graves. I took that last name from the Dean from the Mirrorshades 
episode some weeks prior, I think. Never hurts to reuse things!

Van Dorne’s Improvised Exploratory Device
What even is this, Rajani? I have no idea.

TRANSMISSION: 45:89OP:GA77
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SWAN SONG

Move Towards Letting the Crew Focus on 
Their Own Priorities
I feel like I never quite got there, with them. Like, there were a 
few side quests here and there that were exclusively player-driven 
but mostly it was about Pi and the business of their collective des-
tiny around that little munchkin. Then again, that’s just me remember-
ing it from a few years later. Maybe we all just fell into narrative 
alignment and followed the Pi train together? I don’t know, it’s hard 
to have perspective, memory tends to compress these sorts of things. 
Swan Song was a pretty long show and I certainly don’t remember ev-
ery detail. That’s what’s so great about RPGs - you have these intense 
detailed moments with them, and then you tell the story later about 
how they went and they’re two different but equally vivid and valuable 
things.

Titan Sets a Date and Time
It’s funny how cinematically I remember the duel with Mr’s Sicari-
an and Titan when in reality, it was pretty typical “I attack you” “I 
attack you” “I attack you” D&D style fighter vs fighter bullshit. Still, 
kudos to Geoff for helping me make it fun. We’ll talk more about it 
wen we get there, but I wanted it to be interesting. Even the martial 
arts stuff that I played with from SWN didn’t really do much or appeal 
to me. Still, it was good to take a look at and establish some poten-
tia.

|VINCENT POLLARD|
Vincent Pollard, a tightly wound mess. This dude was just an homage 
to Hunter S Thompson, to drugs, and named after Cayce Pollard. Still, 
it’s fun to be able to out-gonzo Higgs now and then.

Left Higgs on the Planet To Die
Who did? I mean, we’ve all thought about it...

TRANSMISSION: 9C:N454:DE11
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